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Abstract. XML documents might often conform to different schemas even in the
same application domain. To support the interoperability among different IT sys-
tems, this paper proposes a sophisticated method for integrating XML schemas.
The proposed method determines the synonym, hypernym, and holonym relation-
ships among XML elements and attributes by using domain ontologies as well as
general dictionaries. Specifically, the proposed method takes the structural infor-
mation of elements and attributes into account. The conciseness of the schema
integrated is also considered. Experimental results with a variety of schemas show
that the utilization of a domain ontology and the structural information improved
the performance of schema integration.
Keywords: XML schema, schema integration, semantics, domain ontology, data-
bases
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1 INTRODUCTION
Since XML [1] represents the logical structure of data and documents, it is widely
used as a standard technology for exchanging and sharing information among busi-
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ness-to-business applications on the Internet. When users query an XML document,
its structure would first be interpreted through its XML schema. However, since
there are a number of XML schemas even in the same application domain, the
extraction of information from these polymorphic XML schemas entails repeated
queries. This process not only increases search space and time complexity but also
degrades the quality of search results. Thus, to satisfactorily manage the schema
heterogeneity, an efficient integration method of XML schemas is necessary.
To integrate schemas particularly in the same application domain, it would
be effective to utilize domain-specific knowledge such as a domain ontology [2].
Most of the previous methods concerning schema integration, except the method
of Huma et al. [3] use general dictionaries without considering such domain-specific
information.
This paper presents a sophisticated method for integrating XML schemas in
the same or similar application domain based on a domain ontology. The proposed
method uses a domain ontology as well as a domain-independent general dictionary.
Moreover, to extract relationships between lexical terms such as synonym, hypernym
(the relation of class to subclass), and holonym (the relation of whole to part), the
proposed method proposes the concept of the structural weight of elements and
attributes in an XML schema. The proposed method also devises more sophisticated
rules to integrate and optimize compositors.1
Generally, XML schema integration can be classified into two types. The first
type converts XML schemas to canonical models, which abstract the structural he-
terogeneity of XML schemas, and integrates the models. The second type integrates
XML schemas without the model conversion. While the first type requires a conver-
sion process and mapping between models, the complexity of integration after the
conversion is reduced. The second one does not require the model conversion, but
requires handling the complexity inherent to the integration of XML schemas [4].
The first type may have the drawback that a canonical model does not include all the
specifics of XML schemas, resulting in the loss of information from original sources.
To preserve the meaning of XML source schemas, the proposed method follows the
second type and does not convert XML schemas to models.
If human intervention was needed, the time complexity of schema integration
would increase sharply. However, most of the previous methods need users’ interven-
tion to extract a global schema, resulting in a bottleneck during the integration. To
minimize human intervention and maximize accuracy, the proposed method utilizes
as much domain knowledge such as domain ontologies as possible. Experimental
results show that a domain ontology and the proposed method of identifying the
synonym, hypernym, and holonym relationships improve the precision and recall of
schema integration, and the conciseness of the schema integrated. The rules devised
to optimize compositors also decrease the size of the global schema integrated.
The organization of this paper is as follows: Section 2 briefly discusses related
work. Section 3 describes the proposed integration method in detail. Section 4
1 In this paper, compositors include operators of sequence, choice, and all.
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shows the experimental results. Finally, Section 5 summarizes conclusions and future
works.
2 RELATED WORK
Previous methods for integrating XML schemas can be classified by whether the
methods adopt a conceptual model, use a domain ontology, or involve human in-
tervention. Particularly, in this section, our discussion focuses on the works that
utilize a domain ontology. Table 1 presents a brief survey about the characteristics
and constraints of previous methods.
Huma et al. [3] substitute element labels with terms in a global ontology, result-
ing in the construction of local ontologies. To match two concepts, they calculate
the similarities of labels and structures. Mello and Heuser [4] convert XML schemas
into the Object with Roles Model/Natural language Information Analysis Method
(ORM/NIAM) models and integrate the models. They do not consider all the fea-
tures of XML schemas such as a sequence compositor.
Islam et al. [5] propose a name-based element-level schema matching method.
While the method uses a single property, i.e., element name, for schema matching,
it achieves high performance that is comparable to the conventional methods that
use multiple properties such as element name, text description, data instance, and
context description.
Do and Rahm [6] propose a context-dependent matching method, which handles
schemas with shared elements and also scales to very large schemas. To support user
interaction and to improve the performance of matching large schemas, the method
is based on a fragment-based approach. Following the divide-and-conquer idea,
it decomposes a large matching problem into smaller sub-problems at the level of
schema fragments.
Meo et al. [7] try to determine the meaning of elements or attributes by exa-
mining their neighborhoods, whose concepts are semantically similar. They integrate
synonymous elements and change the labels of homonymous elements. A global
schema is constructed by removing redundancy and ambiguity. Users can select
a severity level, against which the integration task is performed. The examination
of all the neighbors of elements and attributes may result in a significant overhead.
Cruz et al. [8] convert XML schemas into Resource Description Framework
Schema (RDFS) ontologies, resulting in the information loss of sources. They have
to manually construct mappings between a global ontology and local ontologies.
Jeong and Hsu [9] extract an integrated schema automatically. They utilize a re-
naming module, to which users can give additional guidelines. Yang et al. [10] resolve
structural conflicts and remove redundant object classes and transitive relationships
based on data semantics.
To remove human intervention and increase accuracy, we propose an XML
schema integration algorithm based on domain knowledge. For the concise and
precise integration of XML schemas, the proposed method utilizes the structural




Islam et al. [5] 2008
Calculate similarity between two target
words by two corpus-based methods and
map schemas by name-based element-level
matching
X∗
Do and Rahm [6] 2007
Match schemas using a flexible infrastruc-
ture to combine a library of matchers
X
Meo et al. [7] 2006
Integrate two XML schemas using inter-
schema properties and examine neighbor-
hoods to determine the meaning of two
concepts
X
Huma et al. [3] 2005




Mello and Heuser [4] 2005
Transform XML schemas to conceptual
schema ORM/NIAMs and use XML Path
Language (XPath) for mapping between
input schemas and an integrated schema
X
Cruz et al. [8] 2004
Model XML schemas to RDFS ontolo-
gies and obtain a global ontology based
on the similarity of local ontologies semi-
automatically
X
Jeong and Hsu [9] 2003
Model XML schemas to DTD trees, ex-
tract grammars from them, and integrate
similar states and relationships
X
Yang et al. [10] 2003
Model XML schemas to the Object-
Relationship-Attribute Model for Semi-
Structured Data (ORA-SS) schema dia-
grams
X
∗ Hereafter in this paper, X indicates “No” and O means “Yes”.
Table 1. A brief survey on schema integration methods
information of schemas, and devises sophisticated rules to optimize the schemas
integrated.
3 THE PROPOSED SCHEMA INTEGRATION METHOD
As shown in Figure 1, our method consists of three steps: determination of the
synonym, hypernym, and holonym relationships, integration, and optimization. The
proposed method does not consider XML document instances but targets XML
schemas.
The proposed method adopts a schema tree [11] for the efficient representation
of XML schemas. The nodes in a schema tree are classified into general nodes
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Fig. 1. XML schema integration process
(element and attribute nodes) and compositor nodes. General nodes have labels.
Leaf elements and attributes in a schema correspond to leaf nodes, which have data
types as their properties. If one general node has the other general node as its direct
child node, the child node is an attribute node.
Elements with sub-structures are defined as internal nodes in a schema tree.
Compositor nodes are classified as three types: choice, sequence, or all, and are
labelled with ‘|’, ‘,’, or ‘&’, respectively. An occurrence constraint as a node property
has a ‘?’, ‘*’, ‘+’, or a (minimum value, maximum value) label. If an occurrence
range is (0, 1), its label can be omitted.
The proposed method integrates input schemas starting from two synonym
nodes. If there is no synonym relation between root nodes, the synonym nodes
to be integrated first are found by the method of Deen and Ponnamperuma [12].
3.1 Determination of the Synonym, Hypernym
and Holonym Relationships
The proposed method searches the synonym, hypernym, and holonym relation-
ships among elements and attributes using a domain ontology, WordNet [13], and
an acronym/abbreviation dictionary. Domain ontologies are written in the Web On-
tology Language (OWL) [14, 15]. A synonym, hypernym, or holonym relationship
may exist among the labels of general nodes. The proposed method searches for
a synonym, hypernym, or holonym relationship in input schemas starting from root
nodes by breadth-first search. The proposed method first searches for a synonym
relationship between labels. If there is no synonym relationship, a hypernym or
holonym relationship is considered.
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3.1.1 Determining Synonym Relationship
The similarity between labels Ls and Lt is calculated by LabelSimilarity(Ls, Lt)
as defined in Equation (1). If the similarity rate is greater than threshold THsim,
Ls and Lt are considered to have a synonym relationship. The proposed method
first tokenizes the labels based on capital letters or special symbols, and finds the













where n is the number of tokens with a non-zero structural weight in Ls, m is the
number of tokens with a non-zero structural weight in Lt, Tsi is the i
th token in Ls,
1 ≤ i ≤ n, and Ttj is the j
th token in Lt, 1 ≤ j ≤ m.
Figure 2 shows two schema trees, WordNet, and a domain ontology. In par-
ticular, Figure 2 c) and Figure 2 d) illustrate synonym, hypernym, and holonym
relationships between concepts. Figure 2 d) illustrates only part of a domain on-
tology, which shows information necessary to integrate schemas in Figure 2 a) and
Figure 2 b).
A schema includes hierarchical structure as well as the lexical names of elements
(or attributes). The implication of the hierarchical structure of a schema should be
considered. Due to the background knowledge of schemas, the names of elements (or
attributes) may have a removable term unlike a domain ontology or dictionary. For
example, if node First-Name has its closest ancestor node Writer-Name, the term
Name is removable in node First-Name as shown in Figure 2 b) as its closest ancestor
node Writer-Name provides background knowledge. In contrast, term name is not
removable in word firstname in a domain ontology or dictionary. The proposed
method uses this removable term to integrate schemas.
In the case where a term in a node is identical or similar to a term in its closest
ancestor element node, the term in a node is generally removable. Based on this
feature of schema structure, the proposed method defines the concept of a structural
weight to calculate the structural importance of a token in a label. The structural
weight of a token is determined through its relationship with tokens in the closest
ancestor element node.
A node and its closest ancestor element node may have a hypernym (“is-a”)
relationship or holonym (“a part of” or “a member of”) relationship. In this case,
the meaning of a node is generally delimited by the meaning of its closest ancestor
element node. Therefore, if token Tdes in node Ndes has a synonym relation with
token Tanc in the closest ancestor element node Nanc, the meaning of Ndes does not
change even if Tdec is omitted. Thus, if a token is a synonym of a token in the
closest ancestor element node, the proposed method considers its structural weight
as having the value of zero. Otherwise, the structural weight of the token comes
to 1. This paper assumes that the determination of the relationship between nodes
should not be affected by tokens with the structural weight of zero.
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a) A source schema tree
b) A target schema tree
c) WordNet
d) A domain ontology
Fig. 2. An example of source and target schema trees and a domain ontology
In the case where a node has an identical or similar term in its closest descendant
element node (or closest descendant attribute node), the term in a node is not
removable because the meaning of a node is not delimited by the meaning of its
closest descendant element node (or closest descendant attribute node). Likewise,
if a node has an identical or similar term with its sibling element node (or sibling
attribute node), the term in a node is not removable. If a node has a hypernym
or holonym term in its closest ancestor element, closest descendant element node
(or closest descendant attribute node), or sibling element node (or sibling attribute
node) in a schema, the term in a node is not removable.
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Unlike the conventional string similarity methods [7, 16], the proposed method
calculates label similarity considering the domain-specific knowledge and structural
information of XML schemas while not increasing the time complexity sharply. In
other words, the proposed string similarity method utilizes domain ontologies and
the proposed structural weight.
After finding tokens with non-zero structural weights, the method determines
the similarity between tokens, TokenSimilarity. If TokenSimilarity between the two
tokens is greater than threshold THtokensim, they are considered to have a synonym
relationship.
To calculate TokenSimilarity between two tokens, the proposed method first
examines whether each token is an acronym or abbreviation referencing an acronym
and abbreviation dictionary. If each token is an acronym or abbreviation in the
dictionary, the proposed method substitutes the token with the corresponding whole
word. Then, if two tokens are identical, the TokenSimilarity of the tokens comes
to 1. If there is an equivalentClass (or sameAs) relationship between tokens in
a domain ontology, the two tokens have TokenSimilarity of 1. Otherwise, if one
token is a synonym of the other token in WordNet, their TokenSimilarity comes
a number between 0 and 1.
The process to determine a synonym relationship between label First-Name in
Figure 2 a) and label First in Figure 2 b) is explained as follows. In Figure 2 a),
label First-Name’s closest ancestor has token Name. So, the two tokens First and
Name in First-Name have 1 and zero as structural weights, respectively. Likewise,
token First in label First is not a synonym of the Name token in the closest ancestor
Name. Thus, token First in label First has the structural weight of 1. Because
label First-Name and label First have the tokens with non-zero structural weights
and they have a synonym relationship, the two nodes have a synonym relation-
ship.
3.1.2 Determining Hypernym and Holonym Relationship
This section explains how to determine a hypernym and holonym relationship. First,
the proposed method examines if a hypernym or holonym relationship exists between
labels through WordNet or a domain ontology. If not, it examines whether the two
labels satisfy the proposed conditions of a hypernym or holonym relationship as
shown in Figure 3.
The proposed method checks whether a hypernym relationship between two
tokens exists through a domain ontology as follows. If the ontological concept that
token Tt belongs to is subsumed by the concept that contains token Ts in a domain
ontology, Ts is identified as a hypernym of Tt. Generally, a holonym relationship
between two tokens is not directly described in an OWL domain ontology. Thus,
the proposed method extracts holonym relationships only through WordNet.
For instance, the proposed method determines a holonym relationship between
label Address in Figure 2 a) and label Writer-ZIP-Code in Figure 2 b) as the following
process. Token Address is a holonym of tokens ZIP-Code in Writer-ZIP-Code as
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Given two labels Ls and Lt, after deleting articles in the labels, if
they satisfy all the conditions 1 ∼ 3, Ls is assumed to be a hypernym
(or holonym) of Lt.
1. A token in Ls is a hypernym (or holonym) of a token in Lt.
2. Every token with the structural weight of 1 in Ls is a hypernym
(or holonym) or synonym of a token in Lt.
3. Every token with the structural weight of 1 in Lt is a hyponym
(or meronym) or synonym of a token in Ls.
Fig. 3. The conditions of a hypernym or holonym relationship
described in Figure 2 c). Token Writer has the structural weight of zero because its
closest ancestor element’s label is Writer. So, label Address comes to a holonym of
label Writer-ZIP-Code.
3.2 Integration
The proposed method integrates nodes in two schemas based on the relationships
determined in Section 3.1 by breadth-first search. Specifically, the proposed inte-
gration method consists of integrating compositor nodes, synonym nodes, hypernym
nodes, and holonym nodes.
3.2.1 Integrating Compositor Nodes
One or more compositor nodes may exist between the current element node and its
closest descendant element node. They are defined as the lower compositor set (LCS)
of the current element node and as the upper compositor set (UCS) of the closest
descendant element node (or the closest descendant attribute node). In Figure 2 a),
for instance, the LCS of node Publication consists of an all node and the UCS of
node Reference also consists of the all node.
The proposed method integrates the following compositor sets: the LCSs of
synonym nodes, and the LCS of a hypernym (or holonym) node and the UCS of
a hyponym (or meronym) node. This paper defines compositor integration rules
in the following three cases where each compositor set consists of one compositor;
where one compositor set is empty and the other compositor set consists of at least
one compositor; and where both compositor sets consist of at least one compositor
and at least one compositor set consists of more than one compositor.
Case 1: The case where each compositor set consists of one compositor
This case is handled by the compositor integration rules of Table 2. The pro-
posed method also modifies occurrence constraints of the closest descendant
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nodes of compositor nodes adequately to preserve the meaning of compositors
in input schemas.
In the case of integration of an all node and a choice node, the compositor set
integrated might result in consisting of a choice (or sequence) node and an all
node as its child node. This indicates that a choice (or sequence) node does not
directly include an all node, but includes a group, which includes an all node.
For example, the LCS (sequence) of Publisher in Figure 2 a) and the LCS (all) of
Publisher in Figure 2 b) are integrated as follows. Only child node of sequence is
an element and its maximum occurrence constraint has the value of 1 as they are
omitted in a schema tree. Thus, according to the rules in Table 2, the integrated
LCS of Publisher consists of an all as shown in Figure 4. The LCS (sequence)
of Organization in Figure 2 a) and the UCS (all) of Non-Profit-Organization
in Figure 2 b) are integrated in the same way. Thus, the integrated LCS of
Organization consists of an all.
Case 2: The case where one compositor set is empty and the other com-
positor set consists of at least one compositor
In this case, the two compositor sets are integrated by the compositor integration
rules in Table 3. In this case, if a compositor set consists of more than one
compositor, the highest depth compositor becomes only one compositor to be
integrated by the rules in Table 3, and the sub-structure of the highest depth
compositor becomes the sub-structure of the integrated compositor. The highest
depth compositor in a compositor set indicates the compositor which is the
highest among all compositors of the compositor set in a schema tree. For
instance, sequence is the highest depth compositor of the LCS of Reference in
Figure 2 a).
For instance, the LCS of node Non-Profit-Organization in Figure 2 a) and the
LCS of node Non-Profit-Organization in Figure 2 b) are integrated as shown in
Figure 5 as follows. Because the compositor set in Figure 2 a) is empty and
the compositor set in Figure 2 b) consists of a choice node, the two compositor
sets are integrated by the rules in Table 3. Two child nodes of the compositor
set in Figure 2 a) are the synonym nodes of two child nodes of the compositor
set in Figure 2 b). In addition, all the child nodes in the compositor set in
Figure 2 b) are element nodes, and the maximum occurrence constraints come
to 1. Therefore, the integrated compositor set consists of an all. In this case,
minimum occurrence constraints of the child nodes of the all are set to zero to
preserve the meaning of choice in an input schema.
Case 3: The case where both compositor sets consist of at least one com-
positor and at least one compositor set consists of more than one
compositor
In this case, the two compositor sets are integrated from inside to outside. In
other words, the two compositor sets are integrated from the lowest depth com-















































Source Target Integration Integrated




If no child node of the source com-
positor node has a synonym, hy-
pernym, or holonym relationship
with any child node of the target
compositor node
sequence and its child nodes, a source sequence and target sequence (The child
nodes of the source and target compositor node become the child nodes of the
integrated sequences which were the source and target compositor, respectively.)
If the above condition is not satis-
fied
sequence (the longest common subsequence approach ([17]))
all choice
If all child nodes of the target
compositor node are elements and
have maximum occurrence con-
straints smaller than 2
all
If the above condition is not
satisfied
choice and its child node, all (The child nodes of the source and target compositor
node, which have synonym, hypernym, or holonym relationships between them,
become the child nodes of the integrated choice node. Also, the child nodes of the
source and target compositor node, which do not have a synonym, hypernym, or
holonym relationship between them, become the child nodes of the integrated all
and choice node, respectively.)
all sequence
If all child nodes of the target
compositor node are elements and
have maximum occurrence con-
straints smaller than 2
all
If the above condition is not
satisfied
choice and its child nodes, all and sequence (The child nodes of the source and target
compositor node become the child nodes of the integrated all and sequence node,
respectively.)
sequence choice
sequence and its child node, choice (The child nodes of the source and target compos-
itor node, which have synonym, hypernym, or holonym relationships between them,
become the child nodes of the integrated sequence node. Also, the child nodes of
the source and target compositor node, which do not have a synonym, hypernym,
or holonym relationship between them, become the child nodes of the integrated
sequence and choice node, respectively.)
Table 2. The compositor integration rules in the case where each compositor set consists of one compositor
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Fig. 4. An example of compositor integration in the case where each compositor set consists
of one compositor
The highest
depth source Integration condition Integrated compositor
compositor
all
If all the child nodes of the empty set have




If there is at most one synonym, hypernym, or
holonym relationship between the child nodes
of the source and target compositor set
choice
If there are more than one synonym, hyper-
nym, or holonym relationship between the
child nodes of the source and target compos-
itor set, and all the child nodes of the source
compositor set are element nodes and have




If there is at most one synonym, hypernym, or
holonym relationship between the child nodes
of the source and target compositor set
sequence
If there are more than one synonym, hyper-
nym, or holonym relationship between the
child nodes of the source and target compos-
itor set, and all the child nodes of the source
compositor set are element nodes and have
occurrence constraints smaller than 2
all
Otherwise not integrated
Table 3. The compositor integration rules in the case where one compositor set is empty
and the other compositor set consists of at least one compositor
Fig. 5. An example of compositor integration in the case where one compositor set is empty
and the other compositor set consists of at least one compositor
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For example, the LCS of Reference in Figure 2 a) and the LCS of Reference
in Figure 2 b) are integrated by the following process as shown in Figure 6.
The LCS of Reference in Figure 2 a) consists of a sequence and a choice and
the LCS of Reference in Figure 2 b) consists of a sequence. First, the choice in
Figure 2 a) and the sequence in Figure 2 b) are integrated by the rule in Table 2.
The integrated compositor set consists of a sequence and a choice. In addi-
tion, the child nodes of this sequence are Book-Reference, a choice, Conference-
Proceedings-Reference, and Article-Reference. This choice has only one child
node Workshop-Proceedings-Reference.
Fig. 6. An example of compositor integration in the case where both compositor sets con-
sist of at least one compositor and at least one compositor set consists of more than
one compositor
Next, the sequence in this integrated compositor set and the sequence in Fi-
gure 2 a) are integrated by the rule in Table 2. The sequence in this integrated
compositor set has a choice as a child node but the sequence in Figure 2 a)
does not have a child compositor because it is already integrated. Thus, the
final integrated compositor set consists of a sequence and a choice. The child
nodes of this sequence are Book-Reference, Book-Section-Reference, a choice,
Conference-Proceedings-Reference, and Article-Reference. This choice has only
one child node Workshop-Proceedings-Reference.
3.2.2 Integrating Synonym Nodes
The method of integrating synonym nodes is divided into following three types.
First, if both nodes are leaf nodes, the integrated node is a leaf node extracted after
resolving collisions of labels, data types, occurrence constraints, and enumerations
of the nodes.
If the two nodes have different labels, the label with broader meaning is chosen
as the label of the integrated node. The broader label between label Ls and label Lt
is calculated by BroaderLabelChoice(Ls, Lt) as defined in formula (2). If the two
nodes have different data types, the type which can include the other type without
conversion is selected. If any type between the two types does not include the other
type, the two types are converted into a type which includes the two types. If the
conversion is impossible, the data type of the integrated node becomes string. If
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the two nodes have different occurrence constraint values, the integrated node takes
the smaller value between the two minimum values as the minimum value and the
larger value between the two maximum values as the maximum value.
BroaderLabelChoice(Ls, Lt) =
{
Ls, where TotalLabelOccurence(Ls) > TotalLabelOccurence(Lt)
Lt, otherwise
TotalLabelOccurence(a label) = (2)
Wsch ∗ LabelOccurenceInFiles(a label, a source and target schema)
+Wd ∗ LabelOccurenceInFiles(a label, domain ontologies)
• LabelOccurenceInFiles(a label, files): the total occurrence number of tokens in
a label in files
• Ls: a label of a source schema
• Lt: a label of a target schema
• Wsch: the weight of a source and target schema
• Wd: the weight of domain ontologies
Next, if a leaf node and an internal node are to be integrated, the integrated
node will be an internal node with a mixed content model. The integrated node
includes the sub-structure of the input internal node, and the collisions of labels
and occurrence constraints of the two nodes are resolved by the same method as the
leaf node integration.
Finally, if both nodes are internal nodes, the integrated node is an internal node
which includes a conjunction of their sub-structures. In addition, the integrated
node resolves the labels, occurrence constraints, and enumeration collisions by the
same method as the leaf node integration.
On the other hand, schema integration methods might need to integrate schemas
where the similar labels are further apart than nearest neighbors. For instance, in the
case of two schemas ‘XSD1: filmFestival-CannesFestival’ and ‘XSD2: filmFestival-
internationalFilmFestival-CannesFestival’, the two CannesFestival nodes, which
have filmFestival as the same ancestor node but different closest ancestor element
nodes, can be integrated. However, in the case of ‘XSD3: school-name’ and ‘XSD4:
school-department-manager-name’, the two name nodes do not have the same mean-
ing. It will be useful to distinguish the above two cases for the sophisticated inte-
gration of schemas, which is one of the future extensions of the proposed method.
3.2.3 Integrating Hypernym Nodes (and Holonym Nodes)
If two nodes with a hypernym (or holonym) relationship are integrated, the hy-
ponym (or meronym) node is integrated as the closest descendant general node of
the hypernym (or holonym) node. If the hyponym (or meronym) node is a synonym
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node of the closest descendant general node of the hypernym (or holonym) node,
the hyponym (or meronym) node and the closest descendant general node of the
hypernym (or holonym) node are integrated by the method of integrating synonym
nodes.
An example of integrating hypernym nodes in two schemas is described in the
following: The domain ontology in Figure 2 d) defines that label Organization in Fi-
gure 2 a) is a hypernym of label Non-Profit-Organization in Figure 2 b). Therefore,
the hyponym node Non-Profit-Organization is integrated as the closest descendant
element node of the hypernym node Organization. Additionally, because the hy-
ponym node Non-Profit-Organization is a synonym node of the closest descendant
element node Non-Profit-Organization of the hypernym node Organization, the two
synonym nodes are integrated by the method of integrating synonym nodes.
3.3 Optimization
In this step, the XML schema extracted in Section 3.2 is optimized using the rules
for optimization in Figure 7. First, the proposed method applies Rules 1 ∼ 3 to all
compositors in the XML schema by Breadth-First Search. Rules 1 ∼ 3 are proposed
for compositor optimization and they are applied in order. After that, the method
applies Rule 4 to the schema by Breadth-First Search.
Rule 1. If the current compositor node is the same kind as the
child compositor node, delete the child compositor node. The
sub-structure of the child compositor node becomes the sub-
structure of the current compositor node.
Rule 2. If the current compositor node is not the same kind as
the child compositor node and the child compositor node does
not have any sibling node, delete the current compositor node.
The sub-structure of the current compositor node becomes the
sub-structure of the upper node.
Rule 3. If the child compositor node has an only child node, delete
the child compositor node. The sub-structure of the child com-
positor node becomes the sub-structure of the current compo-
sitor node.
Rule 4. Delete cycles, transitive edges, and duplicated occurrence
constraints.
Fig. 7. The rules for optimization
Rule 1 is reasonable because if the current compositor node is the same kind as
the child compositor node, the child compositor node does not add any meaning to
the schema. Moreover, Rules 2 and 3 are assumed to be correct for the following
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reasons. If a sequence node has only one child node, the meaning of a sequence that
the child nodes should be arranged in order in an XML document is lost. Also, if
a choice node has only one child node, meaning of a choice that only one child node
can appear in an XML document is lost. Therefore, if a compositor node has only
one child node, the compositor kind specific meaning is lost. Also, if the compositor
node with only one child node has an upper or child compositor node, the compositor
node loses general compositor meaning. Therefore, although the compositor node
with only one child node is deleted, meaning of the schema does not change.
The integrated schemas before and after application of optimization rules to
the two schemas in Figure 2 is shown in Figure 8. An optimization process of the
LCS of node Reference in Figure 8 a) is described in the following: the LCS of node
Reference consists of a sequence and a choice. The choice has only one child node
Workshop-Proceedings-Reference. Therefore, the choice is deleted and the only one
child node becomes a child node of the sequence as shown in Figure 8 b).
a) Before the application of the optimization rules
a) After the application of the optimization rules
Fig. 8. An example of integrated schema trees
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4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
This section shows the performance of the proposed method. The proposed method
was experimented with 15 XML schemas and 3 domain ontologies as shown in Tab-
le 4. This paper analyzed the performance of the proposed method in terms of
utilizing domain ontologies and the proposed structural weight.
No. Avg. no. of Avg. no.
Domain of XML element and of leaf Sources of domain ontology
schemas attribute nodes nodes
Publication 5 23 16
http://www.aktors.org/
ontology/portal








Table 4. XML schemas and domain ontologies
4.1 Assessment Measure
This paper uses the assessment measures of Meo et al. [7] such as precision, recall,
F-measure, overall, and Relative Schema Size (RSS). Additionally we define Relative
Compositor Number (RCN) shown in Table 5.
The higher precision, recall, F-measure, or overall indicates the more accuracy
of an integration method. RSS and RCN measure the complexity of the schema
integrated. RSS falls within [0.5, 1] and RCN ranges between 0 and ∞. The lower
value of RSS or RCN represents the less complexity of the schema integrated.
4.2 Performance Evaluation
This paper categorized the experimental results based on an application domain.
The system performed integration on every combination of input schemas in each
domain. Tables 6 through 9 show the mean value of the integration results on the
every combination in each domain. Particularly, Tables 6 through 8 shows how much
the utilization of a domain ontology and the structural weight affect the schema
integration. In the version of the method with no use of a domain ontology, the
synonym, hypernym, and holonym relationships were determined from WordNet.
In addition, Table 9 compares the RCNs of the two versions of the proposed method
depending on whether the compositor optimization rules are used or not.
The experimental results show that the utilization of a domain ontology by the
proposed method improved the precision, recall, F-measure, overall, and RSS. This




|C| , where A is the set of matchings between an integrated
schema and input schemas by a domain expert, C is the
set of matchings between an integrated schema and input
schemas returned by the proposed method. Here A ∩ C is
the common matchings between A and C.
Recall |A∩C||A|













CompositorSet(S) is the set of all compositors in schema
S.
Table 5. Assessment measures
With a domain ontology Without Without
and the structural a domain the structural
weight ontology weight
Precision 0.952 0.804 0.811
Recall 0.808 0.679 0.626
F-measure 0.853 0.696 0.674
Overall 0.766 0.525 0.512
RSS 0.8228 0.8605 0.8801
Table 6. Experimental results on publication schemas
is due to the fact that domain ontologies represent the synonym, hypernym, and
holonym relationships. For example, the proposed method could detect the hyper-
nym relation between labels Serial-Publication and Journal based on the publication
domain ontology. In addition, the proposed method integrated the closest descen-
With a domain ontology Without Without
and the structural a domain the structural
weight ontology weight
Precision 0.984 0.984 0.913
Recall 0.812 0.553 0.548
F-Measure 0.815 0.597 0.577
Overall 0.794 0.535 0.514
RSS 0.8548 0.9084 0.9121
Table 7. Experimental results on movie schemas
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With a domain ontology Without Without
and the structural a domain the structural
weight ontology weight
Precision 0.991 0.991 0.874
Recall 0.870 0.709 0.732
F-Measure 0.912 0.794 0.784
Overall 0.860 0.699 0.620
RSS 0.8418 0.8647 0.8664
Table 8. Experimental results on science schemas
With the compositor Without the compositor





Table 9. RCNs on various domain schemas
dant element node Journal of Serial-Publication in the first schema and node Journal
in the second schema by integrating synonym nodes. However, in the movie and
science domains shown in Table 7 and Table 8, the utilization of a domain ontology
has no effect on precision. This was because the domain ontologies did not have
enough information to correct wrong matchings.
The utilization of the structural weight by the proposed method also improved
the precision, recall, F-measure, overall, and RSS. The structural weight contributes
a lot to the more accurate determination of the synonym, hypernym, and holonym
relationships. For instance, the proposed method extracted the synonym relation
between node Genre in the first movie schema and the child node MovieGenre of
Movie in the second movie schema, and integrated the two nodes by integrating
synonym nodes. With the version of not using the structural weight, this synonym
relation could not be determined, resulting in a lower recall, F-measure, and overall,
and a higher RSS.
In addition, the proposed method deleted semantically redundant compositor
nodes by the compositor optimization rules, resulting in a lower RCN while keeping
the meaning of the input compositor nodes. In the integrated schema of the first and
third science schemas by the version of not using the compositor optimization rules,
the LCS of node Scientist consists of a sequence node and its child node, a choice
node. Also, the choice node has only one child node Geophysicist. However, in
the integrated schema by the proposed method with the application of Rule 3 of
Figure 7, the LCS of node Scientist consists of a sequence node which contains
Geophysicist and the other element nodes.
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4.3 Comparison with Previous Works
The qualitative comparison of our system with previous works is shown in Table 10.
The feature of using the structural information of tokens in labels indicates whether
a method utilizes structural importance information of each token in schema inte-
gration.
Features
Huma Mello and Meo et Cruz et The proposed





Ontology schema ontology schema
Using a domain ontology O X X X O
Label integration O O O O O
Structure integration O O O O O
Type integration O X O X O
Using structural
information of tokens X X X X O
in labels
Considering
an order information X X O X O
among nodes
Optimization O O O X O
Compositor optimization X X X X O
Table 10. Qualitative comparison of our system with previous works
Although the proposed method tries to minimize human intervention, some cases
need to be handled by human beings to integrate XML schemas correctly. Particu-
larly, most of the cases occur in the process of determining a synonym, hypernym,
and holonym relationship as shown in Figure 9.
5 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS
XML is widely used as a standard format for data expression and exchange in diverse
computing environments. To extract information efficiently from XML documents, it
is necessary to integrate XML schemas. This paper proposed a sophisticated method
of integrating XML schemas in the same application domain. The proposed method
determines the synonym, hypernym, and holonym relationships among XML ele-
ments and attributes by using a domain ontology. Specifically, it takes the structural
information of elements and attributes into account. The conciseness of the schema
integrated is also considered. It deletes semantically redundant nodes through the
proposed compositor optimization rules.
Experimental results show that using a domain ontology or the structural weight
improved the accuracy of schema integration as well as the complexity of the in-
tegrated schema. In addition, the proposed compositor optimization decreased the
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1. If a synonym, hypernym, or holonym relationship information
between two labels in input schemas is absent from general dic-
tionaries and domain ontologies
(a) If a label is absent from general dictionaries and domain
ontologies because the dictionaries and domain ontologies
do not have enough information
(b) If a label is absent from a domain ontology because a com-
plete standard to determine the range of a domain is im-
possible to exist
(c) If a label is an archaic or coined word
(d) If input schemas are written in different languages
(e) If a label is misspelled in an input schema, general dictio-
nary, or domain ontology
2. If a label has more than one meaning and it is impossible to
determine automatically in which meaning the label was used
3. If a label consists of more than one token, and a relationship
among those tokens cannot be automatically determined
4. If synonym, hypernym, or holonym relationship information be-
tween two labels is latent in a path in an input schema, and the
information cannot be determined automatically
Fig. 9. The cases when human intervention is needed to determine a synonym, hypernym,
or holonym relationship
ratio of compositor nodes in the integrated schema while preserving the meaning of
compositor nodes in input schemas.
Recently, as the automated and intelligent processing of information is needed,
there is a growing interest in adopting semantics on the Web. In dealing with
numerous and heterogeneous schemas, ontology technologies are required to map
between them. In reality, an ontology is considered as one of the main components
of semantic Web services [18], which allow the semantic annotation of XML schemas
by using domain ontologies. Therefore, we have a plan to expand the proposed
method for integrating domain ontologies.
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